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Welcome to the 2016/2017 Autism Northern Territory Committee 

Cherie Vance—Chair   Debby Mauger—Public Officer 

Deanna Francis—Vice Chair  Peter Allen—Treasurer 

Mark Owens—Secretary 

Ordinary Committee Members—Jacqueline O’Reilly, Louise O’Shaughnessy, Arnie 

Lay, Leanne Jenik, Susie Wright and Victoria Rei. 

We have a good mix or experience with a grandparent, a parent of a girl on the 

spectrum, parents with children at different levels on the spectrum, teachers,   

psychologist, government and private company workers who offer heaps of     

experience and expertise, feeling excited for the year ahead, and into Autism NT’s 

15th year supporting people on the Spectrum in the Northern Territory. 

2016 Autism  

Fundraising Luncheon 
 

October 22nd 2016 saw the Autism 
NT Fundraising Luncheon at Rydges 

Hotel Palmerston. 

The event was a huge success once 
again this year, and we would    

particularly like to thank our Spon-
sors and volunteers that  let the 

event take place. 

 

The guest speaker 
this year was Darren McCallum, who gave a 
fantastic analogy of what Autism is like for 

his children.  The room certainly was      
emotional as he talked about his daughters, 

and what their daily life at school is like. 

 

Anthony Laffon, a professional comedy 
stage hypnotist with over 25 years of 
experience in the business, but never 

seen before in the Top End was         
hilarious.  From people riding a motor-
bike and giving an excuse for speeding 

to a Police Officer to participants     
saying “Cocka-doodle-doo” every time 

an auction item sold, it was a show 
stopper as all the room were mesmerised by him. 

 

We would like to thank, as always, our sponsors for the 
luncheon.   

 

This year we raised $28,000 for Autism NT! 
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Autism NT Luncheon 2016 Sponsors  
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With the end of the current school year fast approaching, children on the Autism Spectrum can feel anxious as 
changes happen in the coming year.  Traditionally, transitions are supported when the child has to change 
schools, but anxieties can also arise from new classrooms and teachers in the following year, as well as less struc-
tured activities as the term winds down. 
What are the benefits of having a Transition Plan? 
Having a robust transition plan in place which involves parents and carers as well as teachers, health profession-
als and the student, means that everyone knows their role in the transition and how best to support the child.  
Schools often have a “transition pathway” that will support students, but having individualised plans in place 
with greater detail for how the individual student needs to be supported, by whom and when the support needs 
to be offered means that the plan is tailored to every individual rather than one plan fits all. 
What does a Transition Plan (TP) do? 
A TP helps keep the team focused on individual needs that are required to facilitate a successful transition for the 
student.  A TP; 
 Outlines to what extent the new class/school needs to accommodate the child’s needs.  This may be some-

thing as simple as sitting the child at the front of the class, or providing a quiet area. 
 Assists parents and teachers to prioritise areas of need to minimize student stress and maximize positive 

and successful experiences. 
What are the components needed in a successful TP? 
It is important to be open about what is needed in a TP, and how it is best implemented for both the school and 
the student.  No two plans will look the same, and generally they will need to include; 
 What change is about to occur, where, when and with who. 
 What is required during and after the change, by whom and when. 
 Reaction of the individual of previous transitions if known 
 Creating supports as required—visual timetables, social scripts, sensory supports from the individual edu-

cation plan etc. 
 Evaluations of previous plans. 
Why produce a TP? 
Creating a successful transition from the start sets the student up for a positive experience, and will enhance 
learning capability.  A successful plan will allow students to feel safe in the environment, even when unexpected 
changes occur. 
Considerations when creating a TP. 
 Meet with stakeholders and parents to develop the plan.  The student needs to input into the plan to make 

it successful, but doesn’t need to hear the negatives or deficits that are supported in the plan. 
 Provide enough time to carry out the plan.  The student may need more visits than expected, and time 

needs to be factored in for this. 
 Develop a calendar or diary to determine dates. 
 Use visual supports if needed to countdown to visits, as well as giving the student expectations about the 

visit. 
 Plan what activities are the focus of each visit.  If a student is going to a larger school for example, it may 

be good to go at lunchtime with a safe person to get them used to the busy canteen area. 
 Make sure the student knows when and where you are meeting. 
 Take photo’s for extra support as needed of the school, canteen, outside environment and provide a map. 
 Create a map showing areas that the student needs, as well as areas where they can go to feel safe, such 

as inclusion support or library. 
 Handover existing supports to new school staff. 

 Provide copies to go home so that parents can also be involved at home in the reinforcing the plan. 
 Being positive when the TP is discussed, and let the student know that they are the focus and the plan can 

change if need be. 
 
For more information contact the office, or the ASD  

End of the year transitions—moving schools or classrooms, and teachers.  
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Girls on the Spectrum  

Girls with an ASD are often undiagnosed, because original diagnostic criteria have a 
boy bias.  
The criteria were created by actually examining mainly boys, and the girls can be very 
different. I think we all know ‘neuro-typical’ boys and girls are very different in their 
social, communication and behaviour. There are many characteristics that are very 
similar to boys with  ASD,  but I thought I would list the main differences to girls with 
an ASD.  
 
Ten Ways Girls with an ASD differ to Boys with an ASD  
 
1) Their special interests are usually animals, music, art, literature. 
2) They often have a very good imagination which includes imaginary friends, 

games, being animals or taking on persona of other girls.  
3) They often see speech therapists for their speech and may be diagnosed with 

specific language disorders however there is something different about this girl 
no one can quite put their finger on.  

4) They often play with older children or much younger children. This play is    
sometimes unusual for example ‘Mums and Dads’ but she will want to play the 
same role and game every time. She usually wants to be the pet or baby,   
whereas most girls want to be the Mum or Dad.  

5) They often have hyperlexia – the ability to read but comprehension does not   
always match their reading skills. They are often the class book worm or write 
stories but they write the same story over and over changing a few characters. 
Many have a special interest in literature.  

6) They have unusual sensory processing, like the boys, however bigger                
fluctuations often going from one extreme to the other.  

7) They get anxious like boys, however their anxiety is rarely physical or disruptive. 
In fact many have great copying mechanisms at school however the family see a 
very different child at home where the anxiety can explode.  

8) Often their difficulties with social skills are called ‘shy’, ‘quiet’, ‘solitary’. 
9) They often like to organize and arrange objects. I watched one little girl spend 

hours seemingly playing “My Little Ponies” however on closer examination she 
was just arranging and re-arranging the horses over and over.  

10) The main difference is there are MANY more undiagnosed girls/women than 
boys/men. Currently we only diagnose 1 girl to 7 boys. In the future it is thought 
by many psychologists the ratio could be more like 5 to 7 as we become more 
aware of this group. 
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The problem with low/high functioning labels for ASD 

Low/High Functioning vs. Severe/Mild Autism 

There is much discussion around  the problem with labelling someone high vs. low functioning in   
regards to their diagnosis. The problem comes from the fact that a person can be high functioning 
(verbal, good academic skills, fair to good personal care), but have moderate to severe autism (rigid 
inflexible thinking, strong sensory issues, poor emotional regulation, delayed processing, and         
impaired ability to relate with others). Also, a person can be considered low functioning (poor verbal 
skills, limited academic skills, and minimal personal care skills) but only have mild autism (more    
flexibility, calmer emotionally, less sensory sensitivities, and more socially connected). 

This appears contradictory at first, but when we look closer can we see that these labels actually    
represent two different dimensions. The first, level of functioning dimension, represents the degree of 
cognitive functioning or intellectual disability. The second dimension represents the severity of       
autism symptoms. You could look at these two dimensions as crisscrossing on perpendicular planes, 
with the dimension of intellectual abilities (high, moderate, low) running vertically and the dimension 
of autism symptoms (severe, moderate, and mild) running horizontally. The moderate levels of each 
dimension meeting at the intersection of the two dimensions. Consequently, you can have people who 
are very high functioning verbally and intellectually, and be moderately to severely impaired in autism 
symptoms. This can be confusing for many people who initially see the very bright, verbal child, and 
not initially see the severity of the autism. Or, assume that the nonverbal child is severely autistic. It is 
not that easy to diagnosis. 

Making matters even more complicated, is the variability of verbal skills. Although verbal skills are 
highly correlated with intelligence, it is not always the case. Do not assume that the child who is     
nonverbal has poor intellectual abilities. There are some children who find it difficult to talk due to  
auditory processing and motor planning difficulties, not lack of cognitive skills. People often assume 
that the nonverbal child is severely impaired and place lower expectations on them. The same is also 
true for the children who are very verbal, but most speech is hidden in scripting and echolalia. They 
may appear to have higher cognitive abilities then they actually may have. Even for the two basic    
dimensions (intelligence and autism symptoms), the mixing in of verbal abilities can be deceiving. 

The use of labels like high and low functioning, and severely and mildly impaired, are not diagnostic 
terms, but used more as descriptors when people try and categorize level of impairments. Hopefully 
the diagnostic criterion in the new DSM 5 will be more descriptive and accurate. Until then, and     
probably for some time, people will be adding their own descriptive labels to the diagnoses. 

 

This, and more explanations of Autism and how the Spectrum is individual can 
be found in “labels, diagnoses, and co-occurring disorders” in the green book, 
“Autism Discussion Page on Anxiety, Behaviour, School and Parenting Strate-
gies.” by Bill Nason. 
 
 
Autism NT has this in the resource library if you would like to borrow them, or 
you can find the Autism Discussion Page on Facebook.  The page discusses 
different topics, and is an open forum for people to comment their experiences, 
expertise and also to ask questions on. 
 

 
The green book covers anxiety and stress, challenging behaviours, stretching comfort zones, discipline and 
school issues.  It also provides more general teaching and mentoring strategies for coaching children on the 
autism spectrum in the basic daily living  strategies to improve their day to day lives.   
Based on posts on the popular online community page and organized by subject for ease of reference, this  
book offers an excellent understanding of how children with autism process and experience the world and 
effective strategies for coping with challenges.   
The Autism Discussion page has over 125,000 likes!  Bill Nason, who runs the page, is a mental health             
professional with over 30 years of experience.  By bringing subjects that are relevant to his audience, along 
with discussions from page followers, Bill Nason has provides information in an up to date format. 
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Social Groups will be starting again in week 2 of the 2017 Term 1 

Social Groups 

 

 

 

 

Exercise Group 

Minecraft Group 

Youth Group 

 SAS—Secret Agent Society  

A social group to complement Occupational Therapist sessions, and run by experienced fitness professionals. 

A positive alternative for children that steer away from sports at school.    The fitness routine has been         

developed by fitness instructors with ASD experience. Children learn new skills in a safe environment, create 

social    networks , increase their confidence and wellbeing and have fun!  

Groups run in Darwin. 

This very popular group offers a place where can students socialise in an inclusive environment while      

playing a popular game. 

Children come and join our mentors to play on a safe server on this popular game.  Children expand their 

social interactions, confidence and motivation levels as they engage in friendships in a safe and supported 

environment whilst they play. 

Groups held in Palmerston and Darwin. 

A weekly group for teenagers aged 12—16. 

A safe environment for high functioning (Asperger's) ASD teens to come and make friends, share their        

interests and learn social skills.  Each session will include a fun but structured social skills exercise such as 

games, crafts or a guest speaker.  Students then socialise together in a safe environment, increasing their  

social connections and boosting self esteem! 

Group held on Saturday mornings in Darwin. 

Social skills development program for children with social and emotional difficulties. 

The program uses animated technology, spy gadgets and games to teach new social and emotional skills to 

children who struggle to make and keep friendships and manage their feelings.  Home missions, parent   

education, teacher tips and a reward system to keep children motivated are included. 

Groups are demand led for high functioning ASD children aged 8 plus. 

Phone: (08) 8948 4424 

Email: autismnt@autismnt.org.au 

Need more information?  
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Social Groups will be starting again in week 2 of the 2017 Term 1 

Support Groups 

 Who’s in Charge? 

 

Phone: (08) 8948 4424 

Email: autismnt@autismnt.org.au 

Need more information?  

 

 

Parent Support Group 

Teacher Support and Education Professional  Group 

Support and resources for educational professional only evenings at our Nightcliff office, including          

opportunities to speak about individual students. 

Come and meet other teachers who are committed to improving their skills and the educational outcomes 

for ASD students. Discuss how ASD impacts the classroom setting, and talk about strategies that have 

worked in other school settings to make education a positive experience. 

Meetings monthly in the Nightcliff Office or by appointment as required. 

For a parent with a child with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), the best support can come from another 

parent of a child with ASD. 

Come and meet other parents and carers with ASD in their families, either with or without a diagnosis.    

Increase your confidence and make friends with people who “get it”, expand your social connections     

confidence and  motivation levels.  Guest speakers such as OT’s and speech therapists. 

Groups run monthly in the daytime in Palmerston and evenings in Darwin. 

Who’s in Charge? Is an 8 week course exploring why children test boundaries, help give parent’s 

confidence and techniques in regaining control in their home and developing a better relationship 

with their children.   

It gives you the opportunity to meet other parents that are feeling the same way, and helps you look 

after yourself and understand what is behind the behaviours your child has. 

Courses in Darwin start on October 10th. 

Register at autismnt@autismnt.org.au 

Parents have said that they have changed how they parent their children, recognise what is          

attention seeking behaviour and how to de-escalate meltdowns,  how to put in limits and improve 

your relationship with children as well as practical parenting skills. 
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What’s out and about this month 

Joke corner 

December is a difficult time of year for   

anyone on the Spectrum as routines 

change, school finishes, work parties, 

flashing lights and changes in the house. 

The senses are bombarded and overload 

can happen very quickly.  Flashing tree 

lights can cause headaches and different 

smells from Christmas food in the shops 

can cause sensory overload. 

In the end of year newsletter, look out for 

some great tips, like wrapping presents in 

coloured cellophane so that the child who 

hate surprises can see that it is OK to 

open, and understands their present they 

really would like might come in a box! 

 

Dual campus model in 

Palmerston 

Rosebery Middle School and Palmerston 

Senior College are working towards a dual 

campus college, starting in Term 1 2018. 

Consultations are underway with public 

information sessions so that you can 

feedback and ask questions about the 

change, and ideas on how you would like 

to see the change structured. 

Date Time Location 

30/11/16 9:30—10:30 am Library PSC 

30/11/16 6—7 pm Library  PSC 

1/12/16 8:30—9:30 am Staffroom RMS 

1/12/16 6—7 pm Library RMS 
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*****Last Parent Support Group**** 

Oasis Coffee Club, Palmerston 

Monday 28th November 
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